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rows of warring white and Black 
soldiers, all dressed in hybrid 
military costumes combining 
British redcoat elegance with 
Napoleonic finery. These styl-
ized armies of nearly identical 
Black or white men—sometimes
repeated like paper-doll cutouts, 
a few curiously sporting today’s 
pandemic-busting face mask—
are principally engaged in hand-
to-hand combat. Interspersed 
amid this strangely bloodless 
carnage are a few grinning ladies; 
the crowned woman in red is the 
fictitious Lady Helen Sidney of 
London, subject of the exhibi-
tion’s title, “In the Court of the 
Crimson Queen or White Lady 
on a Horse.” In a greenhouse at 
the picture’s top, a fallen white 
soldier prepares to die at the 
hand of his sword-thrusting 
Black opponent. The site is per-
haps Kew’s actual Palm House, 
built in the mid-1840s to store 
what was often exotic botanical 
booty collected in pluck-and-
keep empire-building missions 
around the globe. 

Created since 2003 under Rashid’s pseudonym Frohawk Two 
Feathers, the centuries-long narrative of this imaginary empire com-
bines invented peoples and events with real-life referents, such as Kew 
itself. Contrasting with An Occidental Incident’s flat, shadowless 
style—reminiscent of Native American ledger art or the work of Japa-
nese-inspired painter Paul Jacoulet, whom Rashid admires—are the 
artist’s hyperdetailed, pen-and-ink-based paintings. These works 
include a suite of six small, glittering portraits, all dated 2020, depict-
ing characters such as the beautiful Boudicca, a spy for the Force 
Liberté (an “ironically named” Black army, the artist writes). Rashid 
usually soaks his panels, canvases, and paper in black tea and coffee, 
which produce the black and brown hues of his characters’ skin color 
while recalling the cash crops of plantations dependent on enslaved 
people. Faces bear tattoos drawn from the artist’s “imperial tattoo 
system”: inked symbols (pyramids, coffins) that often signal member-
ship in powerful paramilitary orders, perhaps a counter to the “epider-
malization of inferiority” that Frantz Fanon theorized in Black Skin, 
White Masks (1952).

“I’m writing a history that I would have liked to have seen,” Rashid 
has said. His is not a sanitized retelling of the Age of Empire but a fic-
tion foregrounding invented lives for the period’s erased people of color. 
Rashid’s project sits alongside many time-traveling constructs that retell 
and reimagine the world, assembling “countermemories that contest 
the colonial archive,” as theorist and filmmaker Kodwo Eshun has
written of Afrofuturism. Artists and storytellers such as Rashid work 
like hackers, inserting themselves within history to reprogram it from 
the inside; meanwhile, historians reexamine records to correct “offi-
cial” accounts. For example, two damning books reassessing Britain’s 
role in the slave trade, Michael Taylor’s The Interest and Padraic X.
Scanlan’s Slave Empire, came out last year around the time of this 
exhibition—both timely reminders that passed-down history, too, is a 
semifictitious concoction.

Though some of Rashid’s artworks display the cartoonish, linear style
of An Occidental Incident, others, such as A flag of the independent 
Kingdom of Harlem, 2020, are stitched textile works sometimes com-
bining Egyptian motifs, stylized snakes, and gothic script. Some 
paintings feature exquisitely wrought detailing, for instance the 
mosaiclike folds and drapery of a beloved’s pink gown in You and me 
baby and nothing else. (Suite for young lovers) H lvs AL forever, 
2018. Given the anachronisms, contrasting visual styles, and wildly 
complicated backstory, one might wonder how Rashid keeps his 
ambitious project so coherently together. What unifies his art is the 
warm dignity shared by his players and the spirit of triumph evident 
throughout: triumph in battle, but also the triumph of love, freedom, 
and the divine.

—Gilda Williams

GLASGOW

Walter Price
THE MODERN INSTITUTE

The paintings Walter Price showed in “Pearl Lines” are a joyous com-
bination of the carefree and the committed. Their sensibility is earnest, 
and their carnivalesque style engaging without looking labored. Price 
finds redemptive qualities in the most apparently dashed-off and blasé 
decisions. He takes risks. Figurative detail competes with composi-
tional expediency, and at their best the paintings edge into abstraction 
and sit back, relaxed. Scrapped and scattered marks read both descrip-
tively and as gesture, as in Different day, same confusion (all works 
cited, 2019), where daubs of orange and red catching the sharp edges 
of older acrylic layers are set aflame. 

For this show, the floor of the gallery’s Aird’s Lane space was car-
peted gray and the walls painted black, heightening the lurid colors of 
Price’s acrylic-and-Flashe paintings and creating a sense of containment 
analogous to their composition. Many works depicted small rooms, 
like stage sets, dominated by a single hue. The colors’ neon saturation 
made the works feel busy and nocturnal. Facetime looks past an empty 
shopping cart in the extreme foreground at a nude figure, outlined in 
red and lit by the glow of a television, bent over a footstool. The treat-
ment of the paint is lively, but the mood is devastated and tragic.  

The paintings were both notional and notational. The recurring 
images of palm trees, ships, armchairs, and hats, along with the abbre-
viated motifs of books and dumbbells, could be read as the flotsam and 

Umar Rashid (Frohawk 
Two Feathers), An 

Occidental Incident at 
the Oriental Gardens 

at Kew. A failed 
assassination attempt 
on Helen, the Crimson 
Queen, by disgruntled 
members of the Force 
Liberté, a guerilla unit 

operating in the 
African and Caribbean 
theatre. Atari., 2020,

acrylic and ink on 
canvas, 44 × 30".

Walter Price, Florida 
man, 2019, acrylic, 
gesso, and encaustic 
on wood, 18 × 24".
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jetsam of the artist’s life. Price grew up in Macon, Georgia, and 
attended art school on the GI Bill following several years in the US 
Navy. However, the variations, reimaginings, and painterly alterations 
of these symbols—sometimes they are canceled or barely suggested—
places them beyond a biographical decoding. Their vitality lies in their 
poetic openness. They are hard to pin down.  

Like Price’s rooms, his landscapes feel curtailed, with The Truman 
Show edges. The Fanta-orange vista of Florida man incorporates 
wobbling palms, a toilet, and a simplified laptop icon, all variously 
deformed by scratches and poured encaustic. The painting’s enigmatic 
quality and fractured painting style are reminiscent of Ken Kiff’s work 
but with a less mythical bent. Both artists mix the uncanny and the 
comical while resisting linear narrative; scenery disintegrates dreamily 
around animals, loosely painted human figures, and random detritus. 
In Fencing the truth an incomplete red room with a chaise longue or 
sun lounger opens onto a cartoonishly flat green-blue landscape. A 
broken tree stands to one side, and a threatening black dash––a wall?—
cuts across the work’s bottom.

In the gallery’s adjacent Bricks Space, Price showed a group of 
drawings that provided insight into the vocabulary and sources that 
dissolve in his paintings. Their mix of materials (marker, color pencil, 
graphite) and motifs drawn from Americana (five-pointed stars, the 
Road Runner, boxing matches) recalled the drawings of Larry Rivers. 
Figures were augmented, their bodies flattened or interrupted by pop-
cultural elements. The combinations were oddly disarming. As in the 
paintings, Price’s fearless enjoyment of media and sense of play made 
each piece breezily uncynical. The works didn’t feel isolated; instead 
they pulled together, socialized, contradicted, and elaborated on each 
other. They had a look but not just one view. 

—Calum Sutherland

PARIS

Oscar Murillo
DAVID ZWIRNER

Since March 2020, amid worldwide Covid-19 shelter-in-place orders, 
Oscar Murillo has been working out of an improvised studio in his 
hometown of La Paila, Colombia. But if the pandemic abruptly dis-
rupted the artist’s otherwise peripatetic practice, the paintings it 
inspired feel far from confined. Murillo’s latest works, part of an ongo-
ing series titled “manifestation,” 2018–, flout lockdown doom and 
gloom with their energetic gestures, vibrant colors, and monumental 
scale. Exuding painterly confidence with the majesty of Joan Mitchell’s 
landscapes and the urgency of Jean Dubuffet’s scratch marks, Murillo’s 
spirited bursts of cerulean blue, red, white, and black defy the grim 
subtext of their creation.

Like much of Murillo’s multifarious oeuvre, the “manifestation”
paintings evoke themes of social unrest. Seen in France, where the
works’ title commonly describes a large public demonstration—a right 
(and rite) exercised with fervor and regularity by French citizens—
these paintings read as massive abstract protest banners. Three of the 
largest paintings on view (among them the largest manifestation to 
date, measuring more than thirteen feet wide) hung on adjacent walls 
under a skylight in the gallery’s main space, their presentation recalling 
the encircling, naturally lit installation of Claude Monet’s Water Lilies, 
ca. 1915–26 at the Musée de l’Orangerie in Paris. Instead of surround-
ing the viewer with calming impressions of water, sky, and flora, 
Murillo’s paintings formed a rousing expressionistic panorama.

While the “manifestation” paintings allude to politics, they are less 
didactic than some of Murillo’s previous canvases, notably those fea-

turing bold spray-painted words. More recently, the artist began 
removing text from his compositions. Across the nine “manifestation”
paintings on view, all dated 2019–20, only a few unintelligible traces
of orange spray-painted letters were visible, the bulk having been
covered by a thick and vibrant overpainting. Layers, cuts, and seams 
are essential to these composite paintings; Murillo created the com-
positions on top of in-progress canvases shipped from his London
studio to La Paila, where he stitched them together with scraps of 
velvet and linen. The patchworked supports feature looping calli-
graphic strokes made with a wooden stylus, amorphous oily paint 
stains, and spray-painted words. On top of all this, Murillo has 
applied more paint using oil sticks and other tools. Furiously working 
the oil sticks down to nubs, he ground the ends into the canvas as if 
stubbing out cigarettes. Wide flat swaths of rolled paint provide a 
stark contrast to the rugged oil-stick zigzags and butts. Though the 
letter fragments barely register as such beneath this heterogeneous 
thicket of overpainting, Murillo’s message is clear: In desperate times, 
actions speak louder than words.

Instead of text, a graphic floral motif hinted at some unintelligible 
outcry uniting the nine paintings on view. Roughly bisecting each
patchwork support, long thin strips featuring silk-screened red flowers
divided the compositions either vertically or horizontally. The pattern 
was inspired by the cover of a book on cherry blossoms, but the red-
printed fabric conjured diverse sociopolitical references: The kerchief
in the World War II–era we can do it poster came to mind, but so did 
the armbands worn by Red Guards during the Cultural Revolution in 
China. Ultimately, however, the strength of Murillo’s paintings lies less
in their attachment to a particular crisis, past or present, than in their 
ability to visualize and valorize action as a necessary response. 

—Mara Hoberman

VALENCIA, SPAIN

“Moral Dis/Order”
INSTITUT VALENCIÀ D’ART MODERN

“Moral Dis/Order: Art and Sexuality in Europe Between the Wars” 
maneuvers with confidence and authority through a problematic and 
potentially swampy terrain: the correlate that the new sexual isms, defined 

Oscar Murillo, 
manifestation, 
2019–20, oil, oil stick, 
cotton thread, and 
graphite on velvet, 
canvas, and linen, 
8' 63⁄8" × 10' 3". 
From the series 
“manifestation,” 
2018–.
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